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Abstract

In English Question+Answer (Q+A) pairs, periodicity typically emerges across turn space, to a degree of precision matching standards of music perception. Interactively-aligned Q+A pairs display such shared periodicity across the turn, while unaligned pairs do not. Periodicity is measured as temporal location of f0 maxima or minima, ‘pikes’, in successive accented syllables. This study asks whether periodicity of pikes across a turn is accompanied by systematic use of musical pitch intervals across the turn space. Recordings of 77 Q+A pairs from 8 pairs of native English speakers talking naturally. Ratios of f0 in the last pike of the Question and the first of the Answer fell more reliably into speakers talking naturally. Ratios of f0 in the last pike of the Question and the first of the Answer fell more reliably into Western musical interval categories when the Q+A pair’s turn transition was periodic (the Answer was aligned or preferred, re the Question) than when it was aperiodic (disaligned, dispreferred). Similar results were found for ratios of modal f0. Such pitch ratios are better described by musical interval categories of Western tuning systems than by those of three non-Western systems, and best of all by semitones, suggesting close connections between culturally-specific uses of pitch in conversation and in music. Judgments of arousal/valence of Q+A pairs were: 34 (44%) Periodic, 25 (32%) aperiodic, and 18 (23%) arrhythmic. Theoretical implications are discussed.

Index Terms: f0, conversation, musical pitch intervals, rhythm, alignment, turn-taking, turn space

1. Introduction

As dynamic joint activities in which interactants must coordinate their individual actions to succeed and music share rhythm as a central emergent property. By analysing pikes and musical pulse produced by dyads talking while they improvised music, Hawkins, Cross and Ogden concluded that interactants seem to entrain to one another over short periods regardless of domain. Such entrainment in turn seems to provide alignment, understood as gestures or vocalisations produced by the recipient of a conversational turn that are interpretable as supporting the flow of the current activity, a finding consonant with views of musical interaction as constitutively aligned. Similarly, Ogden and Hawkins compared instances of rhythmicity vs. non-rhythmicity in Q+A pairs, concluding that rhythmicity is a locally available resource strongly related to social preference, which handles the contingencies of interacting in time by generating interactional alignment and thus facilitating turn-taking. Bearing in mind the musical properties of speech prosody, it is sensible to inquire whether not only rhythm, but also pitch intervals across a turn might be used systematically in conversation. It was hypothesized that, compared with Aperiodic Q+A pairs, Periodic Q+A pairs would exhibit a higher proportion of pitch intervals across the turn space that approximate musical intervals in terms of (Hypothesis 1) the last pike of the question (Q) relative to the first of the Answer (A), and (Hypothesis 2) the mode of the Q relative to those of the A. Furthermore, (Hypothesis 3), the pitch intervals in question would reflect encoding, and hence the Western tuning system, that being the one familiar to the participants. Hypothesis 2, concerning the mode, came from earlier work on Chilean Spanish.

2. Method

2.1. Participants and dataset

Data comes from eight same-sex pairs of friends (four pairs each sex) aged 19-31 years (mean 24) recorded at Cambridge University. All were university educated, native speakers of British English (England, Scotland, Northern Ireland).

2.2. Rhythm analysis

77 of the Q+A pairs produced were analysed for pitch. Pike timing was measured by hand using Praat’s f0 tracker with default settings (v. 5.3.19). Following [7], the 77 Qs were classified as rhythmic when the time intervals between the last 3 successive pikes differed by no more than ±15%. Arrhythmic Qs display no such periodicity of pikes. After a rhythmic Q, entry into the turn space was defined as periodic when the first pike of the A came in on the beat established by the Q’s pikes, thus generating a periodic Q+A pair. Resultant classifications of Q+A pairs were: 34 (44%) Periodic, 25 (32%) aperiodic, and 18 (23%) arrhythmic Qs.

2.3. Pitch analysis

2.3.1. Local measurement: last: first pair pike ratio

The f0 of each Q’s last pike and the first pike of its A were measured and their ratio (last: first pike ratio) was calculated in cents (1 cent is 100th of a semitone) using the formula:

\[
\text{Cents} = 1200 \times \log_2 \left( \frac{f_1}{f_2} \right)
\]

where \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are the f0 of the last Q and first A pikes, \( f_1 \) being the higher and \( f_2 \) the lower f0.

The jnd can be about 5 cents, but pitch differences of 20-25 cents are usually identified as ‘in tune’.

The 3 cases for which ratios were larger than an octave were converted to their equivalents within the one octave, as is customary in the conceptualization of pitch class hierarchies in tonal music. For 9 tuning systems and scales, we classified pitch intervals as musical or indeterminate. For the 12 semitones of the equal temperament (ET) chromatic-scale octave, intervals classed as musical fell at the theoretical ratio for a particular
musical interval ±25 cents in one analysis, and ±15 cents in a second. Indeterminate intervals fell outside these pitch ranges. Thus the ±25 cent analysis sorted all intervals into 50-cent bins, yielding a 50% chance of any given ratio being classed as musical. To illustrate using Table 1, for a last: first pike ratio of 9/8—a major second—intervals 175–225 cents above the unison (1:1) ratio set by fA were classed as a major second (musical); while intervals within 150–174 or 226–250 cents were indeterminate, associated with minor and major seconds respectively. In the ±15 cent analysis, the chance of being classed as musical was 30%, and of indeterminate 70%.

The ET chromatic scale comprises only one set of values for pitch interval categories. Other Western intervallic systems explored were Just intonation (JI) and the Western seven-step major and natural minor diatonic scales, and the three non-Western scales comprise a smaller number of steps between octaves (musical); while intervals within 150–174 or 226–250 cents were indeterminate, associated with minor and major seconds respectively. In the ±15 cent analysis, the chance of being classed as musical was 30%, and of indeterminate 70%.

The ET chromatic scale comprises only one set of values for pitch interval categories. Other Western intervallic systems explored were Just intonation (JI) and the Western seven-step major and natural minor diatonic scales, and the three non-Western scales comprise a smaller number of steps between octaves (musical); while intervals within 150–174 or 226–250 cents were indeterminate, associated with minor and major seconds respectively. In the ±15 cent analysis, the chance of being classed as musical was 30%, and of indeterminate 70%.

The ET chromatic scale comprises only one set of values for pitch interval categories. Other Western intervallic systems explored were Just intonation (JI) and the Western seven-step major and natural minor diatonic scales, and the three non-Western scales comprise a smaller number of steps between octaves (musical); while intervals within 150–174 or 226–250 cents were indeterminate, associated with minor and major seconds respectively. In the ±15 cent analysis, the chance of being classed as musical was 30%, and of indeterminate 70%.

To give a 50% chance of a ratio being classed as musical, intervals from the ET chromatic scale would be binned into 50-cent bins. See [11, 12] for relevant explanations.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step #</th>
<th>Chromatic intervals (common names)</th>
<th>ET Cents</th>
<th>JI Cents</th>
<th>ET Maj Cents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Unison (Un)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Minor second (m2)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Major second (M2)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Minor third (m3)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Major third (M3)</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Perfect fourth (P4)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Tritone (TT)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Perfect fifth (P5)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Minor sixth (m6)</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>814</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Major sixth (M6)</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Minor seventh (m7)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1018</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Major seventh (M7)</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1088</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Octave (Oct)</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Western ET and JI tuning systems expressed through their absolute step number, name, and distance in cents from a constant pitch (0 cents). Adjacent step numbers represent semitone (100 cent) differences in ET, but smaller or larger numbers of cents in other tuning systems/scales, as shown for the 12 steps of JI chromatic, and the 7 steps of ET major scale.

To test for the cultural biases predicted by Hypothesis 3, the observed pitch intervals were compared with the tuning systems of three non-Western scales: Pélog, Slendro (both Javanese) and Chopi (Portuguese East Africa). The Western major and minor diatonic scales and the three non-Western scales comprise a smaller number of steps between octaves than the Western chromatic scale, and hence a majority of step sizes larger than 100 cents. As such, 50-cent bins would result in the majority of ratios being classed as indeterminate, e.g. 79% in the case of Slendro, 75% for Chopi and 70% for Pélog. To give a 50% chance of a ratio being classed as musical, alternative thresholds were introduced for each non-Western scale, proportional to each one’s average step size. This was in addition to 50-cent bins. These larger bin sizes were ±60 cents (120-cent bins) for Slendro and ±43 cents (86-cent bins) for Pélog and Chopi. This procedure works against the hypothesis of enculturation, since the criterion for labelling a prototype is more lax for the non-Western scales.

### 2.3.2. Non-local measurements: mode:mode ratios

Following [5], the f0 modes (Hz) were calculated from the complete f0 contour of each Q, and of its corresponding A (using a Praat script), and a ‘mode:mode’ ratio calculated for each Q+A pair. Analyses used the same cents and octave conversions, interval categorization and bin sizes, as before.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Correlation of f0 range with last: first pike ratio

To assess whether the Q’s f0 range might influence last: first pike ratios (e.g. in case an answer reflected a wide f0 range in its question), the correlation across all Q+A pairs was calculated between the Q’s f0 range (from the whole f0 contour, not just the pikes) and each Q+A pair’s last: first pike ratio size. There was essentially no relationship (Spearman’s Rho (skewed) = -0.03, n = 77, S = 13668, p = 0.84). It was concluded there was no such effect.

#### 3.2. Local measurements: last: first pike ratios

Figure 1 shows the percentage distribution of last: first pike ratios within or outside ±25 cents of the ideal ratio of each interval in the equal-temperament chromatic scale. Total n = 77. Blue solid curve: ratios that fall within ±25 cents of an ideal interval (musical). Red dashes: ratios that fall outside the ±25-cent limit (indeterminate intervals). Though the data are binned into discrete categories, they are shown as curves for visual clarity. See Table 1 for category names (e.g. m2, M2).

Figure 1 shows the percentage distribution of last: first pike ratios, each assigned to one of the 12 musical intervals of the ET chromatic scale: musical intervals (±25 cents) at the interval on the axis, and indeterminate intervals between marked interval sizes. The distributions are similar in that instances of smaller intervals outnumber instances of larger ones, unsurprisingly, but they are quite different in other respects. Most notable is a predominance of indeterminate intervals between M2 and m3 (35%) and M6 and m7 (15%), and complete absence of P5 and rarity of M3 amongst musical pitch intervals. Neither rhythmicity of the Q nor periodicity vs aperiodicity of the A seemed to influence these patterns.
scales with 50-cent bins: ET chromatic 67% vs 42%, for the three Western systems shown in Table 1 and all three non-Western analyses; bin sizes (two for ET chromatic) are on the x-axis. In the Western chromatic and minor scale analyses, there was a higher proportion of musical intervals across the turn space in periodic than in aperiodic Q+A pairs, although there was a higher proportion of musical intervals across the Q+A pairs, for some tuning systems and scales. ET Chr: equal-temperament chromatic. JI Chr: just-intonation chromatic. ET Maj: equal-temperament major diatonic. Bin sizes (cents, in parentheses) adjusted so chance of an interval being classed as musical or indeterminate is 50%, except for ET Chr ±15 cents (far left), where chance = 30% for musical and 70% for indeterminate intervals, and for ET Maj, where ±25 cents is 50% for 2 intervals but 25% for 5 others. * p = 0.056 (ET chr); p < 0.03 (Slendro).

To assess Hypothesis 1, the percentage of musical (as opposed to indeterminate) intervals was calculated for the 34 periodic and 25 aperiodic Q+A pairs separately, for each tuning system, and scale, and bin size used in the study. Figure 2 shows the data for the different Western systems shown in Table 1 and all three non-Western analyses; bin sizes (two for ET chromatic) are on the x-axis. In the Western chromatic and minor scale analyses, there was a higher proportion of musical intervals across the turn space in periodic than in aperiodic Q+A pairs, although the difference only approached significance for chromatic scales with 50-cent bins: ET chromatic 67% vs 42%, χ²(1) = 3.67, p = 0.056; JI chromatic 60% vs 38%, χ²(1) = 3.12, p = 0.073. Two of the three non-Western systems showed the opposite tendency (Chopi did not), but the difference was only significant for Slendro with 120-cent bins (χ²(1) = 4.95, p = 0.03). In all other cases, Western and non-Western, differences between periodic and aperiodic contexts fell far short of significance regardless of bin size (p > 0.1).

Hypothesis 1, that the last:first pike analysis would show a higher proportion of musical intervals across the turn space, is thus weakly supported for Western chromatic scales, and not at all for the other pitch-interval systems explored.

3.3. Non-local measurements: mode:mode ratios

Fig. 3 shows the same analysis as Fig. 2, but for mode:mode intervals rather than last:firstpike. Both ET and JI chromatic scales show the same pattern as the last:first pike analysis: more musical than indeterminate intervals in periodic than aperiodic Q+A pairs, with the two categories spanning the 50% chance level; and this time each achieves statistical significance: ET Chr ±25 cents: 65% vs 33%, χ²(1) = 5.35, p = 0.02; JI Chr 62% vs 33%, χ²(1) = 4.46, p = 0.035. ET Chr ±15 cents was marginally significant (χ²(1) = 3.47, p = 0.06). All other tuning systems and bin sizes fall far short of significance (p > 0.1), although unlike the last: first pike analyses, in the mode:mode analyses the pattern of more musical intervals in periodic than aperiodic Q+A pairs is consistent across all Western systems.

In sum, the mode:mode results support Hypothesis 2 more strongly than the last: first pike analyses support Hypothesis 1, and the overall mode:mode picture is more consistent. Both last: first pike and mode:mode analyses support Hypothesis 3, that, to the extent that musical intervals appear across the Q+A turn space, those intervals are likely to be those of the prevailing musical culture. Specifically, they are tuned to the semitone-based intervals of the Western chromatic scale, though they include avoidance of some particular intervals.

3.4. Associations with arousal and valence: initial analyses

To see if specific pitch intervals are associated with different types or degrees of emotion, the first 2 authors independently judged arousal and valence for each Q and each A (including arrhythmic Qs and their As) on a 9-point scale. They used auditory and visual cues, with minimal reference to lexis and grammar. They ‘trained’ on 10 Q+A pairs, reaching close agreement, then scored the rest independently. On 34 items, intra-judge reliability for the 2nd author was high (r = 0.9 for each of the 4 measures); inter-judge reliability was acceptable (arousal: r = 0.6 for Q, 0.65 for A; valence: r = 0.7 for both Q and A, p < 0.001 in each case). Encouraging though these numbers are, observations are tentative for 3 reasons: criteria are hard to use and may not be optimal; the conversational styles meant the full range of emotions was rarely expressed, with strong negativity especially rare; and the data are sparse, especially for semitone analyses. Thus we make only tentative general observations here, without supporting statistics.

With respect to the musical and indeterminate intervals shown in Fig. 1, no explanation has yet been found, not even for the frequency of indeterminate intervals between M2-m3, and M6-m7. However, valence was higher in Answers that had musical rather than indeterminate pitch intervals. Perhaps greater positivity is associated with more musical talk. Considering now rhythmicity and affect (Figs. 2 & 3), periodic Answers tend to follow questions that were asked with less arousal; aperiodic Answers tend to have lowest valence; while answers to arrhythmic Questions tend to have highest valence.

4. Discussion

Our data show that, analysed on semitone scales, periodic As employ more musical intervals than aperiodic As do across a turn, both on pikes that span the turn, and more strongly in the case of the modal f0 of the Q relative to that of the A. Further, periodic As exhibit more musical than non-musical intervals overall, whereas aperiodic As predominantly use indeterminate pitch intervals across turns.
The patterns observed suggest that a relatively high degree of musicality accompanies preferred social actions: not just greater rhythmicity across turns, but also more musical intervals used when the Q+A pair is periodic (i.e. rhythmic), as well as, tentatively, more positivity (higher valence). This suggests a high degree of acoustical, musical and emotional coherence when responses are preferred or aligned, and various ways of reducing such coherence when they are less prefered, or less well aligned. For example, preferred As may be more likely to enter the turn space using the rhythmic beat set up by a well-formed Q, using a pitch that falls close to a musical interval, and more positive affect (valence). In contrast, even when the Q sets up a rhythmic beat, an A that is dispreferred may signal its non-alignment by starting off-beat, using a pitch that does not approximate a musical interval, and conveying a less positive affective stance through tone of voice and gesture. Interestingly, periodic Q+A pairs seem to be associated with low arousal, whereas arrhythmicity in a Q may be greeted with a highly positive A (high valence). This suggests that arrhythmicity may be another way of producing affiliative responses, perhaps during heightened affect.

The better match of our data to the ET chromatic scale than to other tuning systems, Western and non-Western, reflects the fact that the ET chromatic scale is the only one of those tested to use a consistent, and relatively small, step size, as explained in the Introduction. However, the fact that the difference between periodic and aperiodic Q+A pairs was significant for 50-cent but not 30-cent bins show that small step size is not the only influential factor. Rather, our talkers were attuned to the 12-step semitone scale, and to deviations from its ideal pitches roughly in line with what Western listeners judge as the 12-step semitone scale, and to deviations from its ideal. The better match of our data to the ET chromatic scale than to the 5th intervals amongst periodic Q+A pairs is interesting since, after the tonic, P5 is arguably the most important interval in the diatonic scale, which forms the basis of Western harmony. M3 (major 3rd) is almost as important in this respect, and is also relatively rare in our data. It is as if these basic harmonic relationships are deliberately avoided between interlocutors as they talk. The scarcity of M3 but not m3 is also noteworthy since use of a minor 3rd within an utterance is widespread as a ‘calling contour’, at least across European languages. Further, M3 and P5 predominate in infant-carer vocal interaction.

It is tempting to suggest that P5 is avoided between adult interlocutors because it represents a ‘pivot’ region, above which pitch intervals between interlocutors are reacted to as marked (unusual), and below which they are more typical. Given that most talkers lack the precise pitch perception of trained musicians, and presumably need only approximately match pitches with fellow talkers, avoidance of entire interval regions is an appealing notion. It conforms to 15’s proposal that ‘innominate’ regions of the colour spectrum can play powerful roles in memory and hence cognitive organization. However, if P5 is such a pivot region, one would expect raised affect with larger intervals, for which we found no evidence in our data, although that may be due to the somewhat homogeneous nature of our dataset, as explained below.

Our findings confirm and extend the literature demonstrating fine-grained interpersonal pitch entrainment, described as tonal or pitch synchrony. Contextualised within the functionally-defined framework of Conversation Analysis, our findings show that its use is partially governed by the role of the conversational turn, and tied relatively straightforwardly to rhythm. Relationships with affect seem more complex: our measures to date conform with general expectations but offer little insight into details of our observed patterns. Much more work is needed in this area, including, presumably, analyses of lexis and grammar, as well as systematic analyses of gesture. Our current data set may be unsuited to deeper analysis, since the affect displayed is relatively homogeneous: though some talkers were highly emotive, all conversations were amicable, there were no arguments, and very little negative emotion expressed. This is at least partly due to our design, especially our deliberate encouragement of cooperative tasks. Future work should encourage a wider range of tasks. The work of showing for Chilean Spanish that f0 mode:mode matching is closer when talkers trust one another, indicates that such work would be worthwhile.

The stronger relationship between periodicity and pitch intervals for the mode:mode than the pike analyses might suggest that this is because pitch is managed more globally than locally. However, this seems unlikely. First, in a small data set like ours, modes may be more statistically stable than last: first pikes, given the wealth of other influencing variables. Second, vocal accommodation to average pitch is also common, and will presumably affect more local processes. Third, closer pitch matching between talkers has been shown for aligned insertions (e.g. uh-huh) compared with non-aligned ones, and these short utterances are said to be locally managed. These authors also discuss the variety and complexity of potential influences on pitch alignment. However, other work does claim non-local dependencies in musical syntax and key relationships. Presumably local and global influences both exist, and their complexities are such that it will be some time before we can describe them well, let alone explain them.

Taken together, these rhythmic and musical pitch interval findings suggest a close connection between prosodic and musical behaviour. Though this suggestion is not new (speech prosody has long been seen as musical, and cf. 4, 20, 21), this paper offers insights into how these close connections work. Both pitch-interval and rhythm measures operate across rather than just within turns, indicating the value to the science of human communication of a grammar and phonology that can span utterances and turns between talkers. They work together: pragmatically-aligned interactions involve more strongly-entrained rhythm and more precise enculturated pitch intervals; disaligned/dispreferred interactions do not. This conclusion is supported by neuroscientific evidence that reduced temporal variation facilitates joint action and enhances attention, that brain activity synchronizes during musical and social interaction alike, and is almost certainly domain-general, and that these fleeting, on-the-fly mutual accommodations seem essential for real-time interpersonal communication, be it spoken or musical. Lastly, mutual accommodation to pitch intervals is self-evidently learned by cultural transmission, but temporal entrainment seems likely to be a basic biological phenomenon essential to all types of cooperative joint action.
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